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Protest aqainat Restrictive Procurement Procedures under Basic
or~erinq Aqreement]. B-190392. Deceater 13, 1111. 20 PF.

Decision re: Rotair Industries; D. Moody 6 Co., lnc.; ty Robert
I. Keller, Deputy Comptroller General.

Contact: Office of the General Counsel: Procurement law 1.
Ozqanization Concerned: Department of the Navy: Mavr Aviation

Suuply ottica, Philadelphia, PA.
Authority: Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 637(e)). 55 Corp. Gen.

1. 55 Coup. Gen. 11. 54 Coup. Gen. 109f. 56 Coup. Get. 78.
54 Coup. Gon. 606. 54 Coup. Get. 609. 50 Coap. Gn. '42, 50
Coup. Gen. 545. 36 Coop. Gen. 809. 36 Coup. Gen. 818. 53
Comp. Gen. 209. 53 Coap. oen. 212. 52 Coap. Gen. 506. 52
Comp. Gen. 548. 50 Coop. Gen. 1i4. 50 Coup. Gen. 189. 52
Coup. Gen. 569. 52 Coup. Gea. 572. 57 Comp. Gen. 434. 57
Coap. Goe. 437. 56 Coamp. en. 1005. 56 Coap. Gen. 1047.
A.S.P.3. 1-1003 &.S.P.3. 1-313. 1.S.P.Y. 3-410.2. A.SePR.
1-705.4, A.S.P.R. 1-1002.4. A.S.3.I. 1-1001. Defense
Acquisition Circular 76-15. Defense Procurement Circular
76-9. B-188541 (1977). B-176256 (1972). 3-166435 (15693.
B-199021 (1977).

Protests against procurement pzocedurca used in
awarding orders under a Basic Ordering Agreeaent (BOA) were
based on contentions that procedures were unduly restrictive of
coupetition. The procedures were unduly restrictive in the
following respects: coding of spare parts to require sole-source
procurement under an "approved source' system improperly
precluded consideration of offers from previously unmpprcved
sources which could otherwise qualify; disqualification of a
firm on the basis that another may furnish items of superior
quality was an invalid prequalificaticn procedure; use of the
BOA to exclude previously unapproved suppliers contravened
requlations; and circumstances of the ;zoccrement did not
relieve the aqency of its obligation to publish procurement
synopses in the Commerce Business Daily iL the tieiframe
prescribed by regulations. (HTV)
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DIGEST:

1. Coding of spare parts to require solu-source
procurement under "approved source" system
within contemplation of ASPR l5 1-333 (1976 ed.)
cannot be used to preclude consideration of
offers from previously urApproved sources
which could otherwise qualify.

2. Disqualification of firn from competition on
basis that another ma; furnish superior quality
is invalid prequalificatlion procedure.

3. Procuring activity's use of basic ordering
agreement (1n0) to ixclude previouslyL unapproved
suppliers that may be capable of furnishing
acceptable products and to effect sole-source
procurements with 130A contractor contravenes
ASPR 5 3-410.2(c)(1) (1976 ed.) prohibition
against: using DOA n any manner to restrict
competition.

4. Procuring activity is required, absent ci'.cun-
stances not applicable h-re, to publish rpare
parts procurement syropses in Commmerce
Business Daily (CBD) in timeframe prescribed
by ASPR 5 1-1003.2 (3976 ed.); neither fact
that ite Ls are deemr-d critical aircraft parts
nor that aqency now ports CBD synopses letters
in bid reor relieves agency of ohligatioa to
promptly synopsize proposed proc:urenents.

Rotair Industries (Rotair and 1). Moody 6
Co., Inc. (Moody), have protested the procure-
men t procedures used by the Department of the Navy
(taswy), Pavy Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia,
Paunirylvania, in awarding a series of orders (set
forth below) to Sikorsky Aircraft, Division of
United Technologie:! Corporation (Sikorsky), utnder
Ba sic Orderi m Agrnec rnt (130A) No. Nl03C3-77-A-
7503.
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The orders! for )rocuror.Ienet of 11-3 and 11-53
hel icopter parts: werC iSSued purl3Lanlt to the Dopart-
ment of Defense (IDOD) Joint Rouliatic, on the Hir;
Dollar Sparte Parts Proakou'l Program~ identified
within the lNavy as Navy M~.teriel Instruction
(IAVM'MVINST) 4200.33A, Miarch 1969.

The protesters cite as evidence of a con-
tinuing course o. coniuct by the Navy the follow-
ing orders awarded to Sikorsky tinder the aforemen-
tioned BOA during the period of September 1977
through July 1978:

CommerceC
Business Proposed

GAO Order Daily Awardl Pward
Reference No. Publication Date Date

B-190392 0458 D-24-77 9-12-77
B-191 211 0784 1-13-78 1-19-78 1-27-78
B-191299 0872 2-10-78 2-17-78 5-3-78
B-]91309 0516i 11-?-,j7 11-7-77 11-7-77

0537 11-3-77 11-11-77 11-11-77
12- 5-77

B-191400 0901 ?-20-72 3-1-78 3-1-70
f-1.91454 0904 3-8-75 3-13-78 5-3-78
1-19J 509 0930 3-20-78 3-22-78 5-3-78

0932 3-20-70 3-22-78 5-3-78
093S 3-20-7e 3-22-78 5-3-78
0941 3-2l-78 3-20-76 3-20-78
0943 3-20-78 -20-78 3-20-78
0947 3-20-70 3-20-78 3-20-78
0951 3-20-7i3 '-23-78 3-20-70

n-1913s10 0934 3-20-73 3-20-7n 5-3-78
B3-191585 0952 3-24-78 3-30-78 5-3-78

0989 3-24-78 3-30-7i 5-3-78
13-] 91605 0978 2-29-7fl 4-4--78 5-3-78
B-191s641 0960 4-5-78 4-3-78 4-3-78

0962 4-5-79 4-3-78 5-3-78
.1!00 4-4-78i 4-13-78 5-3-78
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Commerce
81U3 illQfSS Proposed

GAO Order Dally Award Award
Reference _tlo. Publication Date Date

P-191666 1000 4-7-70 4-13-78 Canceled
1010 4-7-70 4-13-78 5--3-70
1029 4-6-76 4-14-78 5-3-78

B-191733 1059 4-20-78 5-3-78
B-191045 1085 5-1-70 5-4-78 7-7-78

1087 5-1-78 5-4-70 7-7-78
1101 5-1-78 5-4-70 7-7-78

Rotair Protest

Rotair essentially contends that the procedures
used by the Navy in Frocuring helicopter parts
are unduly restrictive of conpetition. More
specifical?.', counsel for Rotair states that O2spite
the firi;'s expetience in supplying parts fcr
other Govc'rnment agcnci-'r and private industry
and repeated requests to the Navy, the firm has
been denied an opportunity to qnalify as an approved
parts: supplier. Counsel for the protester asserts
that the V.avy's lack of procedure for qualifying
additional suppliers, continued use of restrictive
procurement: method coding on orders, and failure
to prcmptly publicize orders in the Comrnerce Business
Daily (CI)) prior to award as re.quired by Armed
Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) (now Defense
Acquisition Regulation) 5 1-1003.2 (1976 ed.) result
in virtually automiatic procurement of orders under
Sikorsky's BOA on a n',ncnnipctitivc basis.

The Navy, however, contends that pursuant to
ASPIR § 1-313 (1976 ed.) a part for military equipment
is to be bought from the oriqinial manufacturer
of the equipment (i.e., Sikor:sky) or its supplier
unless or until a determinaticn has beci made that
the part can be bouLIght con1rcV ively. Section 1-313
provides for the procrIl-emenlt of parts an Prc low:::
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(a) Any part, subztsneribly or
component (herr'inafter called 'part)
for military equipment, 1o be used
for replenishment of stock, repair,
or replacenent, must be procured
so as to assure the requisite safe,
dependloblc, and effective operatlon
of the equipment. (items procured
as spare parts ere governed by
the 'Do1)0 High Dollat Spare Parts
Breakouit Program' described in
the DoD Joint Regulation AR 715-22,
NAVMATINST P4200.33, APR 57-6,
MCO P4200.13, DSAM 4105.2.) Where
it is feauible to do so without
impairini thilsansurans, part-
shoul1dbu jrocured on a CG.,jlttive
basis, as in the kind of cases
described in (b) below. However,
where this assurance can bI had
only if the parts are procured
from the original manufacturer
of the equipment or his supplier,
the? procurement should be restricted
accordingly, as In tie kind of cases
described in (c) below.

"(b) Parts that arc fully
identified and can be obtained
from a number of known iFOerces,
and parts for which fully a :ecpgat~~
manufacLurincq drawings and any
other needed dalta a .~i iable
with th r~ight to use for _rocure-
mlent purposes (or can be made so
availabI) - in keeping with the policies
in Section IX, Part 2) erc to be
procur er] on a competitive basis.
In q 'n~ral, s¶uhit parts are of a
stan lard design configurat-ion.
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They i; cluti~e individual items
that are susraptible of separate
procurement, such as resistors,
transformers, generators, 5park
plugs, alctt-on tubes, or other
parts Iiaving commercial equivalents.

"Cc) Parts not within the
scope of (b) above generally
should be procured (either direct-ly
or Indirectly) only from sources
that have satisfactorily nrnufac-
tured n'r furnished such 1j~Ctd In
the past, unless fully adequate
data (includiiig any necessary data
developed aL p~iirate expense), Ltst
resFuj~ts, and quality assurance pro-
ce-Oures, are available with the
right to use for procurement purposes
(or can reasonably be made so available
in heeping with thc policies in Section
IX Part 2) to assure the requisite
reliability and interchangeability
of the parts, and procurement on a
competitive basis wnnld he consistent
with the assurance describied in (a)
above. in assessing this assurance,
the nature and function of the equip-
ment for which the p-rrt is needed
should be considered Parts qualify-
incg under thin criteria are normally
sole source ci- source controilc'i
parts (see miufvrI, 100) which cxcix-i
sivc'ly provide the performance,
installotton and intcrchcingoabili ty
charaicteristics required for specific
critical applications. To illustrate,
acceptable toleranices for a cozmcercial1
television part may be. far less strin-
gent than those for a comparable military
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rae'ar ;¼art, permitting :ompetit:±ve pro-
curCmc .at of the former but njt uf toic
latter. The oxacving performance
requirements of Y.e-ially designed
military equipment may dielznd that
partsli he closiely controlled ant have
proven capableities of precibe integra-
tior wxts the syster in which they
operate, to a degree that precludc3
the use of even appare:.tly identical
parts from new sources, since the
functioning of the whole may depend
on latent characteristics of each part
which are not definitely known.

"(d) When an award is made to
a source that has not previously
produced the item, tic cognizant
Government inspection activity and
the appropriatec contract administra-
tion office should be notified by
the procurement contracting oEfice
that the contractor will be producing
the item for the fiwrt time."
(Emphasis added.)

NAVMATINST 4200.33A establ shes uniform prce-dures
relating to procurement of spares and repair parts,
requires screening of spare parts which account
for a preponderance of procurement dollars in order
to determine the optimum method for their procurement,
and provides that parts be anssgned a procurement
method code (I'NC) which indicttes their procurement
status. PMCl denotes that the items arc already
competitive. PMC3 denotes thit items are procured
directly from the actual manufacturer or vendor,
including a prime contractor which is the actual
manufacturer. PMC5 indicates that parts continue
to he purchased from a pr.me contractor which is
not: the actual manufacturer. PMIC2 ai'd As indicate
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that parts h;,vu been determinred for the first time
to he suitable for competitive procurement and direct
pI)CChlNIe, rtspectively. *AVI-JATI!NST 4200.33A,
paravrbp: :1-201.12.

The Nlavy's regulation is tinpiemenenter1 by Military
Standard t1l-Std -ThOU, Procurement Method Coding
1I Reploii:lihment Spare Partn, May 15, 1970, designed

for incorporation in prime contracts for equipment,
which provides a procedure for obtaining contractors'
recommendations concerning methods of procuring selected
spare par;.n. NAVMATIATST 4200.33A, paragraph 5-203.1.
In developinq these ct:des, first prefereiice is for
open compatitivc procurement, then purchase from
designated approved sources, and finally, noncom-
pcLitive pJr(eLJLelwenL from a source other than the
actual manufacturer. Mil-Std-789U, paragraph 4.1.1.

Rotair does not take exception to th: DOD
Breakout Program, but asserts that the Wavy uses
procurement method coding, CRID publication, and
the Sikorsky BOA in ;uch a manner as to discourage
and restrict competition andi to avoid its obligation
to obtain maximum competition on parts procurements
in violation of ASP.-c 55 1-313, 1-1003, and 3-4if0.2(c'-)
(1976 ed.).

Both procurement method coding and placing orders
under a BOA are procedures which pre'tvulify products
and competitors and restrict competition fcr 'it.
Navy's parts procurements. The question, however,
is whether the procedures or the manner in which
they are applicd are unduly restrictive of competition.

The general rule is that. pequalification of
offerors i-; an undue restriction on competition.
1). tMoody & Cozpanv, Inc., et al., 55 Comp. Gen. 1, 11
(1975), 75-2 CPD 1. We have, however, tentatively
approved special agency procedures which limit
crmtpetition to offerors which have previously entered
into certain types of agreements with the procuring
activity. See eopar1?ment of Health, r LZlcation,
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and lelfare's use of ba;inc ordering type arem t
rocedlLrc, 54 Comp. Gen. 1096 (1975), 75-] CPD 392;

Vepiartmnllt. of AqPriculturels use of master arcrieeirnts,
56 id. 7H (1976), 7&-2 CPD 390 (he iWiafter cffed
as ir iou] Ltre yT)

The validity of any procedure which limits
the extent of competition depends upon whether
the restriction ';erves a bona fido need of the
Government. Such restrictions include those
essential to assure procurement of a satisfactory
end product, Department of Agriculture's use of
Master__Are cement, 54 Comp. Gen. 606, 609 (1975),
75-1 CPD 40 (hereinafter cited as Agriculture I),
or to determine the high level of quality and
reliability assurance necessitated by the criticality
of the product, 50 Comp. GCen. 542, 545 (1971);
36 id]. 809, 818 (]957). Use of restrictive procedures
will not be sanctioned merely because obtaining
maximuri competition is administratively burdensome;
rather, a shlowing that the exigencies oL the procurenent
in question are such that the Government's interests
would be adversely affected by the delay necessary
to obtain maximum competition is required. Aqricul-
ture I, SlIprIa, at (10. Basic characteristics of
approved, albeit restrictive, procedures are that
they function so that 1) no firm which is able to
provide a satisfactory product is necessarily
precluded from competing on procurements of that item,
and 2) a firim 1inay become eligible to compete at
any time it demonstrates under applicable procedures
that it is able to furnish an acceptable item which
meets the Government's needs. Id. at 609. We have,
therefore, found improper the usec of restrictive
procedures under which an oiferrjr's disqualification
would not be based on a findiAnq that it could not
provide a satisfactory product. Ibid. Moreover,
even a prequalificatlon system for which there
may be valid reasons would be rendered invalid by
a lack of regulation and procedures for its use.
53 Coilp. Gen. 209, 212 (1973).
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The Navy takes the position that procurement
method coding is a reasonable exercise of procure-
ment authority and a system of approved sources
within the contemplation of ASPR 5 1-313 c), citing
our decisions in fiercer Products 6 Manufacturinq_Co.,
13-]00541, July 25, 1977, 77-2U CP) 45, and 52 Comp.
Gen. 546 (1973). The Navy's contracting officer
further states that the time required to review
and change a PMC makes such action impracticable
for in-progress, replenishment-purchiase transactions;
that, until a PMC is chanqed, procurement in accord-
ance with the assigned Pt-IC is mandatory; and that,
because the parts in question were so coded as to
require procurement from Sikorsky, there was no need
to is-ue solicitations and no improper prequalification
of Sikorsky.

We believe that the Navy's reliance on the above-
cited decisions is misplaced. In both decisions,
we expressly stated that ASP) 5 1-313(c) does not pro-
hibit the submission and consideration of proposals
from previously unapproved sources which could otherwise
qualify under procedures estabiished by the Joint
DOD RegcIjlation on the Spare Parts Breakout Program
(here, NAVIIATIIJST 1200.3JA). See also fercer Products
& Manufacturinl Co.--Reconsideration, h-18854)1,
October 4, 1977, 77-2 CPD 260. Contrary to the Navy's
interpretntion, we held that the type of qualification
procedure used by the procuring activity was consistent
with the recguJlatory provision and that an offeror
rould properly he required to furnish data and .samples
for examination and testing as a prerequisite for
award bjeratsr? award could be limited to approved
sources. 52 Comp. Gon. 546, 548-49 (1973) . 1i. sO
doing, we noted that the use of a qualification pro-
cedure for determining approved sources was recognized
as an appropriate way to qualify new sources. Ibid;
B-176256, November 30, 1972.
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Ile are unable to concur with the Navy's
charactcrizaLion of the nature of PMC's and their
effect on procurement of parts no coded. We believe
that ASPR e 1-313 does not constitute a mandaarn to
effect sole-5jourcc awards regardless of the cappa--
bility of pvoducers which have not proviously s'IlpIied
the parvs in question. Reliability anni.Lance ar.nl
lnterchrengeability of 1 arts may alis be otained through
competitive negotiation procedures. t'-166435, July 1,
1969. In our dedision in 50 Comp. Gen. ]84, 189
(1970), we indicated that to preclude competitive
procurerent of parts on the basis of the assignment
of a certain PIIC without regard to the willingness
or ability of other sources to produce the parts
would contravene the concept of "maximum practical
competition. " We concluded in that case that desigriat-
ing parts "engineerinri critical," a standard similar
to that used in procureinent method coding, had pc-
petuatod an unjustified sole-source position, and
recommended that the procuring activity institute
a qualification test program to determine the
acceptability of parts offered by alternate sources.
Id. at 191.

The Navy is required by ASPR Si 1-313(a) to
procure parts so as to a!;nure the requisite safe,
dependable, and effective operation of equipment,
and cintends that the relevant issue is w;ether
the protester can furnish parts, includini necessary
quality assurance services, required by the procur-
ing activity. Lack; of adverse reports about itorms
furnished to others by Rotair, the Navy believes,
dooe not provide adequate assurance that parts pro-
cured froin Rotair will be satisfactory. The Navy
says that, even thou(gIh Rotair can furnish the data
and quality assurance procedures usnd by Sikorsby
in approving the parts, it must have Silzorsky
assurance arid inspection becausc Sikorsky may have
information and may be doing .criething unknown
to the Navy that contr -' utes to the reiiability of
the parts.
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However, the Navy does not' know that Sikorsky
is doing any more than Rotair is prepared to do.
Even if Sikors.y, by virtue of its position, pOSs:tWcf
knowledge superior to Xotair, the standard is not
wh(ctiicr Rotair has the same ]Lmai]ificationii waS Sikorsl-y,
but whether It is capable af furniAsh ing parts Lhat will
provide for the safe, dependable and effective operaition
of the helicopters. The Navy has adduced no evidence
to show that Rotair is incapable of providing the
requisite as:lJranoes, has concluded only l it Rotair
mnray provide services nomehow different from those
furnished by Sikorsky, and has excluded Sotait from
competition on a general finding of the protester's
relative qualification. Rotair' s disqualification
as a potential supplier is not predicated on a find-
iny that the firm could not provide satisfactory
inspection and quality assuranice services but that
Si korsky may furnish services of a superior quality.
Exclusion of prospective competi torn 0n these bases
constitutes an invalid prequalification procedure
which is unduly c*'trictivc of competition. AgrclCU.-
ture I, sup, at 609; Agriculture II, supra, at CO.

FEvaluation of inspection and quality assurance
procedures pertains to contractor responsibility,
i.e., Rotair's ability to performn the wcRk. Iesolu-
tion of a contractor's responsibility by an un-
authorizecd preselection nethod1 in contrary to full
and free competition contemplaied by applicable
procurement law and regulations. Such a prequali-
fication -.rocedure, coupled with inadequate CrBD
synopsizing in furtherance of prequalification,
results in an unwarranted restriction on coinpeti~ion
in both formally advertisce-2 aid negotiat.ed procurements.
52 Comp. Gen. 569, 572 ;i973.

Prequalification based on matters of responsibil-
ity is particularly objectionable as appliec 1o
small business concerns. including the protesters
hece, bCcauLsC a procuring activity is ol-herwise
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required, upon finding a small business concern
nonresponsible as to capacity, to so notify
the Small Business Administration (SBA) in order
to afford SI3A an opportunity to issue a certificate
of competency. ASPR 5 1-705.4(c) (1976 ed.);
ASPR § 1-705.4(c), Defense Acquisition Circular
(DAC) No. 76-15, June 1, 1978.

Therefore, we conclude on the basis of the
present record that the continued exclusion of
Rotair from competition on the basis that Sikorsky
may have information and may be doing something
unknown to the Navy which contributes to the
reliability of the parts is not justified.

Naturc and Use of Basic Orderinq Agreements

1A BOA is a written instrument of understand-
ing between a procuring activity and a contractor
which shall apply to future procurements between
the parties during the term of the BOA. It includes
descriptions of the supplies to be furnished when
ordered and the method for determining the prices
the contractor will be paid. It states the terms
and conditions of delivery or the method for their
determination, lists the activities which arc autho-
rized to issue orders under the BOA, and specifies
the circumstances under which an order becomes
a binding contract. ASPR 5S 3-410.2(a)(1)
and (2) (1976 ed.).

A BOA may be used to expedite procurement
where specific items, qlualltities, and r,-ices are
not known when the BOA is executed and where pro-
curemcnt of parts under a BOA can be administratively
and financially advantageous because the procedure
reduces ooth the amount of inventory kept on hand
and the administrative time required to place items
in a production status. ASPR § 3-410.2(b). The
content and use of such agreements are subject to
a number of limitations. Ao ROA is not a contract;
it cannot provide or imp.y that the Government agrees
to place future order; oL contracts z'ith the BOA con-
tractor. Most important, I: cannoL be used in any
manner to restrict t*om'UI non. AUSPR SS 3-410.2(a)(1)
and (c) ( 1) . The issuatnce if or. c r-; under a BOA
is restricted aen follows:
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"(2) Supplies or services may
be ordered under a basic ordering
agreement only under the following
circumnstances:

"(i) If it is determined at
the time the order is
placed that it is imprac-
ticable to obtain competi-
tion by either formal
advertising or negotiation
for such supplies or
services; or

"(ii) If after a competitive solici-
tation of quotations or pro-
pyslls from the maximum number
of qualified sources (see 3-5Tl)
other than a solicitation accom-
plished by use of Standard Form
33, it is determined that the
successful responsive offeror
holds a basic ordering agreement,
the terms of which are either
identical to those of the solici-
tation or different in a way that
could have no impact on price,
quality or delivery, and if it is
determined further that issuance
of an order against the basic
ordering agreement rather than
preparation of a separate con-
tract would not be prejudicial
to the other offerors.

In situations covered by (ii), the c' Dice
of firms to be soliciteC shall be made in
accordance with normal procedures, without
regard to which firm;n hold basic ordering
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agreements; firms not holding a
basic ordering agreement shall not
be precluded by the solicitation
from proposing or quot iig; and the
existence of a basic ordering
agreement shall not be a consider-
ation in source selection."
ASPR 5 3-410.2(c). (Emphasi, added.)

As mentioned above, the Navy contracting
officer states that, because the parts were assigned
a restrictive PMC which required procurement from
Sikorsky, no solicitations were issued and the
orders were subject to a BOA provision allowing nego-
tiation of prices within a monetary limitation
after the orders were issued. Because no solicita-
tions were issued, ASPR 5 3-410.2(c) (2) (ii), supra,
is not applicable here. Consequently, placement
of orders under the Sikorsk0y BOA was proper only
if the determination required by ASPR § 3-410.2(c)(2)(i)
was validly made at the time the orders were placed.
The validity of that determination is, however,
subject to the proscription that a BOA "shall
[not] be used in any manner to restrict competition."

ASPR § 3-410.2(c)(1).

Wle have recently held that conducting informal
competition for an order to be issued under one
of several BOA's without issuing an adequate
written solicitation was a procedure at variance
with fundamental principles of Federal negotiated
procurement. TymsarehIjc , 57 Comp. Gen. 434,
437 (1978), 7£-1 CPD 322. Trhe Navy contends that
the Tymshare decision shculd be distinguished
from the instant procurements because 1) the
services being purchased were fully Competitive
and not required to be procured' from a single
source, 2) no formal solicitatioa was issued, and
3) informal negotiations were only conducted with
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two BOA contractors. We find the Navy's distinc-
tions to be witho't substantial differencez from the
facts obtaining in the Tymsl.are procurement. The
Navy has conceded that no solicitation was issued
or deemed necessary for the instant parts procure-
ments. The orders were issued exclusively to Sikorsky
under the firn's BOA, subject 'o price negotiation
after their issuance. For these reasons, we believe
that the BOA was used in a manner to restrict
competition. Futihermore, in light of the Navy's
disqualification of Rotair on a relative qualifica-
tion basis, we ar.e unable to conclude that
a detcrminatLt-~n requisite to issuance of orlers
under the BOA was validly made at the time the
orders in question were placed.

Finally# Rotair contends that the Navy's
failure to timely synopsize its orders iii the
CBD precludes the protester from submitting offers
for the Navy's consideration, unduly restricts
competition for these requirements, and further
demonstrates the Navy's preference for sole-source
procurement from Sikorsky. Timely synopsis is
required by ASPR S 1-1003.2 in order to allow
potential bidders or offerors an opportunity to
compete. OL the orders listed above, six were
synopsized in the CUD on or after the proposed date
of award, 20 were published from 1 to 9 days
prior to the proposed award date, and 42.8 percent
of the latter group were published less than 4 days
hefore the proposed date of award.

The Navy defers issuance of BOA orde's for
which it nails synopses to the CBD until 15 days
after Lne date thi synopses are mailed. The Navy
states that its synopsis procedure was developed
in recognition of the exception provided in ASPR
S 1-1003.1.(c) (iv) (Defense Procurement Circular (DPC)
No. 76-9, August 30, 1977), that ASPR § 1-1003.2
is not mandatory and that the procedure consumes
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the maximum ti.;e? corrperiEle with its procurement
needs and applicable procurement law and regulations.

We do not agree with the Navy's interpretation
of the regulatory provisions upon which the ageitcy's
synopsizing procedure was developed. ASPR 5 i-1003.1(a)
rejquires, absent expressly enum rated circumstances
not applicable here, that every proposed procurement
which may result in an award exceeding $10,000 be
timely synopsized. When feeasible, synopses should
b2 published no later than '.0 days prior to placement
of BOA orders. ASPR 5 1-1003 .. (DEC No. 76-9,
August 30, 1977). The Navy's synopsi:i-1g procedure
ostensibly assumes that synopsis of replacenent parts
orders is never feasible within the 10-day timeframe.
However, even the fact that replacement aircraft
parts are deemed critical safety items does not relieve
the procuring activity of its obligation to timelv
synopsize such procurements in accordance with the
pertinent procurement regulations. Rotair Industries,
13-189021, December 21, 1977, 77-2 ClVD 487.

ASPR S 1-lO3.1 states.

"(c) The following need not be
publicized in the Synopsis * * *

* * * * *

(iv) procurement (whether adver-
tised or negotiated) which is
of such urgency that the Gov-
ernment would be seriously
injured by the delay involved
in permitting the date set
for receipt of bids, proposals,
or quot:zLions to be mnore than
15 calendar days from the date
of transmittal of the synopsis
or the date of issuance of the
solicitation, whichever is
earlier."
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That exception contemplates those occasions when the
*overnment's requirements are so urgent as to neces-
State unusually rapid receipt of pricing and technical
submissions for expedited evaluation and awar5. Under
the circumstances, the procuring activity is not
requircd to synopsize the procurement. In other words,
ASPR S 1-1003.1(c)(iv) is an exception from the synopsis
requirement, no" from the requirement concerning
the lime of publicizing synopses. Both the feasibility
language and the exception cited are intended to
establish exceptions to an otherwise required cours:
of conduct, not to become a regular course of conduct
or procurement system.

The Navy has advised sJer Office that "although
not require'd by the Armeu Services Procurement
Regulation ,the procuring activity] has begun
posting copies of its letters to the Commerce
Business Daily in the * * * Bid Room," ar.d asserts
that interested firms will thereby be able to
review CBD synopses 15 days prior to the issuance
of BOA orders-. ASPR § 1-1002.4 provides for public
display of solicitations as follows:

"A copy of each solicitation
for an unclassified procureanerc
in excess of $2,500 which provides
at least ten calendar davs for
SLIbIliSSion of offers shahl be dis-
played at the contracting office,
and, if appropriate, at some
additional public ,place from thou
date issued until seven devs a,-er
bids or proposals have been op-a...:.
(Emphasis added.)

Notwithstanding the fact that posting notices is
consistent wkth DOD's policy to increase competi-
tiOnl lby publici zin procurements, ASPIR 5 1-1001,
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and may result in competition for the Navy's part"
procuremerLs, it does not relieve the Navy of its
obligation to promptly synopsize proposed parts
procure ents in the CBD as well.

Rotair also takes exception to the Navy's
use of "Number note" 46, rathe.: than Note 33, in
synopses of the BOA orders in cquestion. See
ASPR § 1-1003.9(b)(5) and (d). We agree with the
protester that reference to a note which advises
potential contrrctors that the synopsis is published
solely for informational purposes and that solici-
tation doct-ments are not available is inappropriate.
ASPR 5 1-1003.2 expressly provides that orders
against BOA's are to be timely synopsized to afford
concerns an opportunity t:o prepare bids or offers.
We believe that the Navy's reference to Note 46
merely evidences further use of the BOA in a manner
to restrict competition in violation of ASPR
S 3-410.2(c)(1). Ile cannot, however, agree that
Note 33 is applicable to these synopses because
it pertains to procurements for which solicitations
have been iFsued. Consequently, we believe that
neitl.er note is applicable to these synopses.

Moody Protest

Moody, a small business concern, also protests
the Wavy's CBD synopsizing procedure, contending that
failure to allow 10 days' advance notice from the
publication of synopses before orders are issued
violates the Small Business Act, 15 U.S.C. § 637(e)
(1976), and ASPR S 1-1003.2. Counsel for Loony asserts,
an6 the Navy concedes, thaL Mloody's position is different
from Rotair'.; because Moody would be offering parts
which were former Government surplus articles, i.e.,
parts previously furnished by an approved rontractor.
Nevertheless, the Navy states that surpli'c offecs
require time-cnnsumiiny review which makes delay of
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ihe entire procurement process unrealistic fur the
few surplus material offers that might bie received
and suagest5 tlat by reviewing CBD notices posted
in ther procuring activity's bid room or employing
a bid service to do so, Moody and other surpl-s
dealers would have ample time to submit offe-s or
give notice of their intention to do so within a
reasonable time. The Navy contracting office;
states that it Moody indicates that it has a supply
of the parts being procured and wants to submit
an offer, order issuance will be further deferreda,
within reason.

While the Navy may legitimately be conceioed
about the circumstances in which a part became
surplus, that concern alone is insufficient to
preclude procurement of surplus parts from surplus
dealers. D. Moody&_ Co., Inc., 56 Comp. Gen.
1005, 1007 (1977), 77-2 CPD 233. Procuring
activities are not required in every instance to
ascertain the existence of surplus dealers, assuming
surplus parts are acceptable, before using a BOA.
Timely publication of CBD synopses in accordance
with ASPR 5 1-1003.2 is, however, required and if
an alternate source offers the same item being
procured under the BOA, the Government is required
to include the source if surplus parts are deter-
mined to be acceptable. Id. at 1008.

Attempts to substitute posting notices in the
bid room for prompt CBD synopses are, for the
reasons stated above, equally inappropriate and
ineffective with regard to prospective surplus-
dealer competitors. Similarly, the Navy's synopsiz-
ing procedurc; in conjunction with the agency's
use of the Sikorskv [OA constitutes. under the
circumstances of the proculrements in question, an
undue restriction on surplus parts competition for
the Navy's parts prccuremertc.
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For the repzu'rs stated above, we find that
the Navy's disqualification of Rotair, CBD synopsis
procedure, application of procurwment method coding,
and use of the Sikorsky BOA with rqard to the
instant aircraft parts procurements unduly restrictive
of competition. Accordingly, the protests are
sustained. Because the orders under the BOA have
k.-sen substantially completed, no remedial action
is appropriate. We recommend, however, that procedures
for effectively qualifying alternate suppliers,
inciriing s'urplus dealers, be established and
implemented, that synopsizing procedure be amended
to provide notice re-quisiLe to allow and encourage
competition 'or fukurc parts procurements, and
that basic rr.!ering agreements be used in a manner
consistent witt the regulatory requirements.

Dro 'ty Comptroller General
of the ETslitCd States




